
A program designed to run on

smartphones, tablets, and

other mobile devices.

E.g. " I did not have the app, So I

went to the app store and

downloaded it." 

Monitors the way users interact with

your website (this could be how long

they were on your site), the purpose

of this is to discover ways to improve

marketing

or in website campaigns.

E.g. " Through using web analytics

tools, I was able to see how many

first-timers visitors accessed my

website."
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A regularly updated website

written by an individual,

typically in a conversational

style, and focused on a

specific subject. 

E,g. "I decided to create a 

 blog about all the types of

marketing recruitment

businesses I have worked

with. 

A computer program used to

navigate the Internet on

computers, tablets and

smartphones.

E.g. "I switched my browser

from Google Chrome to

Microsoft Edge."

Analytics or Web

Analytics Tools.

A rectangular graphic

design that stretches either

across the top, bottom or

side of a web page or an

application.

App (Application). 

Banner AD.

Blog.
Browser.
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The number of times people click on an item of interest, like an

advert in comparison to the number of times users are exposed to

that item.

An action you want the people

that visit your site to perform.

An example is watching the

videos on your website. 

Conversion or

Goal.

Conversion

optimization.

Increasing the percentage

of visitors who complete

your goals

The digital material available

to users, via text,

video,audio,images.

Example: I will be adding

more content to my site

every Thursday.

Clickthrough Rate. (CTR)

Content.
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A device that people

may own as a

personal computer

.Example: I prefer to

use the desktop

computer as it is

easier to use.  

   A program designed to

systematically browse content on

the Internet and

collect information about it to help

searchers find what they’re looking

for.

The amount of money required

to produce a single click on an

advertisement.

The ratio of visits to

your website, to

measure your digital

performance.

Conversion rate. Cost per click.

Crawler or spider. Desktop.

E-commerce.

The sale of products and services online

Example: I created an e-commerce

business.



HTML.
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Impressions.

Short for: Hypertext Markup

Language. This is used by

web developers to create

websites.

Promoting your products

or services through the

use of obtaining emails to

share this information.

Example: I did an online

workshop to learn how to

use email marketing

within my own company.

Email marketing.

How many times an advert has

been displayed. 

Example: my impressions have

increased dramatically after

posting on Instagram. 

A catalogue available for

searching web pages and

digital content which

provides relevant results 

Index.

Keyword.

A word you can type into

the search engine and

businesses can use as part

of their advertising.



The first page on a

website that a person

usually sees—not

necessarily the home

page of that website.

E.g. “I’m adding a

discount code to my

landing page so that my

website visitors will be

encouraged to buy.” 
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A text or image that provides a link from

one web page or website to another. E.g.

“When a Recruitment blog linked to my

website, I got a lot more visitors.” 

Landing Page.
Link.

A portable device, such as

a smartphone or tablet,

capable of connecting to

the Internet and running

applications.

Mobile Device.

Results from a

search engine

that are not paid

adverts. E.g. “The

higher my

website ranks in a

search engine’s

organics listings,

the more traffic

the website will

get.” 

Organic Listings . Paid Listings.

Advertisements that

appear on search

engines results

pages. E.g. “Paying

to have my

recruitment advert

in the paid listings,

so that I can bring

more customers to

my website.”
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A program that searches

for and identifies items in a

database that correspond

to keywords or characters

specified by the user, used

especially for finding

particular sites on the

World Wide Web.

E.g. Popular Internet search

engines include Google and

Yahoo.

The keyword that users type

in the search engines to find

what they are looking for.

E.g. “When people use the

search term ‘recruiter', they

might be looking for a job or

to find a recruiter to help fill a

vacancy.” 

A system that advertisers use to

pay for users to click on their

advertisements.

E.g. “I’m going to use pay per click

adverts to promote my

recruitment business.” 

Pay-Per-Clicks

(PPC).

Query or

search term.

Search Engine.

A listing’s position on a

search engine results page.

Ranking  .
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A form of advertising that allows

you to bid for your

advertisement to show along with

search results for keywords that

people are typing in. This

lets businesses be seen by people

at the very moment they’re

searching for the things a

business offers.

Search engine optimization is the process of improving the

quality and quantity of website traffic to a website or a web page

from search engines. 

A list of results appearing in

a search engine in response

to a user’s search query.

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)  .

Websites and applications that

enable users to create and share

content or to participate in social

networking.

Search Engine

Marketing (SEM).  

Search Engine

Results Page

(SERP)  .

Social Media.
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Traffic Acquisition   The

process of attracting

visitors   often referred to as

traffic   to websites, mobile

apps and other digital

assets. 

Traffic Acquisition  . URL.

The unique address of a

page or piece of digital

content on the Internet. 

www.redknows.co.uk


